nities are depressed. Alaska Natives resisting
this process are encouraging members of the
tribes to transfer title to the Tribal Councils
from the Native Corporations, thereby protecting communal ownership. Free trade and
privatization will benefit the business community, as is aptly noted in a headline in a

Bureau of National Affairs publication called.
BNA International Trade Daily which states
"Agricultural Reforms announced. in Mexico
should benefit U.S. Firms, specialists say."
The Tarahumara, Tepehuano, and
Raramuri of Chihuahua want the government
to recognize the ethnic and cultural diversity

of Mexico and allow the Indigenous people to
play a role in the national arena. They state:
"For the Indians of the state to retain their
identity and contribute to the identity and
richness of the state, it is necessary to respect
the territory that they have been defending for
four centuries."

I

T
I
At midnight on Saturday, Dec. 28, 1991, 200 state
judicial police bearing sticks
and firearms violently evicted
300 Tseltales and Cho'ol Indians from the steps of the
MunicipalPalaceinPalenque,
Chiapas. They had occupied.
the square two days before to
protest police violence, .unjustified. arrests, and judicial
abuse and corruption, and to
demand access to interpreters
in the court system.
As a result,l02 people
were arrested, including Jesuit priest Jer6nimo Hernandez, and Cho'ol
deacon Sebastian Torres.
While being held incommunicado, they
were beaten, dispossessed. of their belongings, and pressured to sign declarations which
they were not allowed. to read. The Public
Ministry of Palenque denied. a request on the
part of local government officials that prisoners be medically examined. in order to certify
physical injuries suffered..
On Monday, Dec. 30, Hernandez and 92
Indians were reJ~. The remaining nine
were held without bail on charges which included. disturbing the peace, inciting to riot,
and sedition.
On Saturday, Jan. 5, while government
officials held formal talks with the organizations involved., sentences ranging from 10 to
40 years were handed. down for the nine. Non-

dian Freedom (CDLI), the Union of Indian
Communities of the Chiapaneca Jungle
(UCISECH), and Tsoblej Yu'un Jwocoltic
Union, have since returned. to the Plaza at
Palenque, where they are holding a vigil to
pressure for the resolution of their original
demands and for the immediate release of the
nine prisoners.

On Feb. 27 the Honduran government
announced. the indefmite postponement of the
decision to give a 40-year logging concession
to Stone Container Corporation of Chicago
due to a tremendous outcry from national and
international environmental and indigenous
organizations and from the Honduran people.
The concession would have allowed. Stone to
log 840,000 acres or four-million cubic meters

annually of pine forests of the Mosquitia,
home to the Miskito, Tawahka, Garifuna and
Pesch Indians. The Indigenous inhabitants
were never consulted on this matter, which
could have had disastrous effects on their
lives, and an environmental impact study was
never conducted.

governmental human rights organizations took
the case to the government's National Commission for Human Rights.
The wives of the incarcerated have received. support from throughout the state of
Chiapas, as well as from other parts of the
country. Local merchants have fmanced. paid
aids requesting that the authorities respond to
the Indians' petitions. Telegrams demanding
freedom for the imprisoned. have poured. into
the governor and Chief Justice's offices.
Meanwhile, government-controlled. farmer
and workers' organizations have responded.
with a counter-campaign.
On Wednesday, in Tuxtla Gutirrez, one
of the judges in charge declared. himself incompetent to continue with the case. The three
organizations who sponsored the December
sit-in, the Committee for the Defense ofln-

The head of the Honduran Forestry Department(COHDEFOR),announcedthat"due
to public and technical interest it was impossible to reach a satisfactory agreement with
the Stone Container Corporation."
The rejection of the concession was announced as over 3,000peoplemarched.against
Stone in the streets of Tegucigalpa. Miskito
forester Jorge Salaverri stated, during his
speech in front of the capitol, that this is just
the first victory for the Honduran people and
the environment, and it is necessary that the
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momentum continue to fight against the
Wellington Hall Company, a US furniture
manufacturer which is logging mahogany in
the Mosquitia.

daily influx of landless campesinos.

There were three demonstrations in Honduras organized. to protest the concessions.
One was organized. by teacher unions and
Miskito Indians, one by campesinos and one

Although the contract between Stone and
the Honduran government was shrouded. in
secrecy, activists obtained. a leaked. copy which
revealed. that more than 80% of Honduras
could be subject to logging. The contract
would have permitted Stone to cut trees anywhere outside of this area at anytime within

by university students. Never before in Honduras has there been this kind of solidarity and
consensus on an issue which has united people
of all social classes to protect the environment.

the next 40 years
did not obtain sufficient pulp wood from the specified. region.
Stone intended. to use the pulp wood for the
manufacturing of paper bags, and disposable
cardboard packaging.

La Mosquitia covers the eastern third of
Honduras and is not yet connected by roads to
the highly populated interior. This has allowed. the Miskito, Tawahka and Pesch Indians to retain their cultural and land base to a
large extent. The population of the region is
approximately 40,000, with theMiskitopeople
constituting nearly 90%. Separating the
Miskito Indians' coastal pine forest and the
country's interior is one of the largest surviving Central American rainforests, the home of
the Tawahka Indians. Although the Tawahka
obtained. "provisional guarantees" for their
lands in 1989, the agreement is not being
enforced. and they are threatened. by an almost

The Honduran government and the Congress were bombarded. by letters and faxes
from all over the world protesting the agreement. Protest letters were sent nationally by
groups as diverse as the Association of Honduran Loggers, Organization of Miskito
Peoples (MASTA), Community Education
for Health (EDUCSA) and the Association of
Honduran Biologists. In North America, urgent action campaigns were organized. by the
RainforestActionNetwork, Global Response,
Ancient Forest Rescue, SAIIC and the Task
Force on Multinational Resource Corporations.
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